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Abstract  
    

The access for scientific purposes to confidential EU microdata can be provided by sets 
of anonymised files, which are sent to the researcher’s institution or directly in the 
premises of Eurostat in the safe centre in Luxembourg. The researchers preferably like to 
work with non-anonymised microdata (of course without direct identifiers) to keep the 
full analysis potential without loss of information. And by now there is only the one 
possibility for European researchers to travel to Luxembourg to access these confidential 
data at the safe centre, what means a heavy burden, caused by the local constraints.  
There are currently several ambitions in setting up a remote access to official microdata 
in Europe. One way to guarantee decentralised access for researchers to EU microdata is 
to provide access in the in safe centres of the National Statistical Institutes (NSIs) of the 
Member States (MS) via remote connection to Eurostat. 
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1. Introduction   
 
 The ESSnet-project “Decentralised and Remote Access to Confidential Data in the ESS” 
(DARA) deals with the implementation of a remote access system from safe centres in 
Member States to the EU microdata at Eurostat. 

The aim of the ESSnet-Project DARA is to establish a secure channel from a safe centre 
within a NSI to a secure server at the European Commission’s network so that 
researchers can use confidential EU data in their own Member States without travelling 
to Luxembourg.   
Eurostat is conducting the „Vision Infrastructure Project on Secure Infrastructure for 
Confidential data access“ (VIP-SICON) to build a remote access working platform.  
The ESSnet DARA-project team has defined a concept of technical implementation and 
safety requirements for a remote access system. The usability of this system, the 
capability to analyse data and the appropriate safety requirements will be implemented by 
Eurostat. The concrete task of participating NSIs is to provide a secure channel to 
guarantee access for data users to the system at Eurostat and also to provide service and 
IT-support for the researcher on the local national level. 



 
The project has started in October 2011 with a duration of 24 months and is conducted 
with the following six institutions:  
� National Institute of Statistics and Economic Studies, France, INSEE 
� Hungarian Central Statistical Office, Hungary, HSCO 
� Office for National Statistics, United Kingdom, ONS 
� Instituto Nacional de Estatistica, Portugal, INE 
� State Statistical Institute Berlin-Brandenburg, Germany, AfS Berlin 
� Federal Statistical Office Germany (co-ordinator), DESTATIS 
 
 
2. Task of the project  
  

The topic of remote access to EU statistics is covered by two projects. One is the ESSnet 
project “Decentralised and Remote Access to Confidential Data in the ESS” (DARA) and 
the other one is the project “Vision Infrastructure Project on Secure Infrastructure for 
CONfidential data access” (VIP-SICON-Project) which is conducted with Eurostat and 
an external company to set up a platform to access and analyse the EU statistics. The 
relationship between those two projects is shown in picture 1. The VIP-SICON System is 
a framework designed for different purposes, i.e. European Group Registers (EGR), 
DARA and even more. The main goal is to set up a secure infrastructure for sharing and 
accessing EU confidential data from Member States. Within this system the confidential 
data can be viewed, processed and analysed. The focus is on various parts like IT 
infrastructure, technological aspects, security issues and procedural aspects i.e. 
guidelines, documentation of the infrastructure and the workflow.  
 

 
 
Picture 1: Relationship between VIP-SICON and ESSnet DARA 
 



Part of VIP-SICON is to provide the platform inside Eurostat. Part of ESSnet DARA is to 
define how a remote access system will look like and how it will be implemented.  
The SICON-project builds an IT system for a remote access via thin-client and sets up the 
working platform and applications for researchers to analyse the data. The task of the 
ESSnet DARA is to connect the NSIs to the central system at the server at Eurostat 
(Brandt, M. et al., 2011, Croessmann 2011). 
 
 
3. Results  
 
The results are deliverables with descriptions of the remote access system inclusive the 
workflow, a real technical infrastructure and also valuable experience that has been made 
during the first part of the project. 
The ESSnet DARA project can deliver a comprehensive “list of user and safety 
requirements for an European remote access system”. This paper describes the details 
of user requirements, the safety requirements from IT perspective and also the workflow 
that involves all parties to maintain the system. This list supports the VIP-SICON-Project 
to design the working platform for the researchers.  
During the first project year there have been drafted documents with descriptions and 
guidelines for NSI staff and researchers with the following content:  
 
� Accreditation Guidelines for Safe Centres 
� Technical connection to ESSnet DARA environment  
� Process for recognition of research entities  
� Review process for research proposals  
� Process and templates for signing confidentiality undertakings  
� Researcher management system  
� Manage user accounts  
� Data management  
� Output Checking  
� Form for research proposals  
� User manual on access to confidential data  
 
All the documents are combined to a single handbook which is for the use at the EC, the 
NSI and a separate one with essential information for the researchers.  
 
There is also a real infrastructure now that allows NSI to access a server at the European 
Commission. The safe connection between the European Commission (EC) and the NSIs 
in the Member States is guaranteed by a safe network named “Secure Trans European 
Services for Telematics between Administrations” (sTESTA) based on a secure https-
channel. Only institutions that are part of the network are able to connect to the server 
within the network of the EC. At the moment there are two NSIs connected via sTESTA 
to the server. The project is also thinking about alternative solutions for a connection to 
the SICON system.  
Once the VIP-SICON system is in place, the pilot needs to be tested. Therefore a first 
draft of a testing plan to evaluate the usability of the SICON System was developed.  



 
The main advantage of this remote access system is that no data and not even 
anonymised data will physically be transferred to the MS. The data will remain at the safe 
servers at Eurostat and will be only accessed via secure connection from Safe Centres in 
NSIs which are also in a secure environment of official statistics. From data owner 
perspective this system generates a lot of trust because a decentralised data management 
with local copies will be avoided and Eurostat is able to keep control of the data. 
It is also in progress to harmonise the goals and developments with another EU project, 
Data without Boundaries (DwB), a project that exists to support equal and easy access to 
official microdata for the European Research Community aiming researchers’ 
transnational access to official microdata through coordination of existing infrastructures 
(DwB project website). Both projects are aiming to develop and improve solutions for 
remote access in Europe. The best solution is, if the system is synchronised and 
transparent but leaves also room for flexibility to integrate other future technologies. 
Therefore an exchange and a lively communication between the two projects are going 
on. 
Next to the progress that has been made already during this short time, there are a still 
remaining questions and issues that need to be solved. 
 
 
4. Issues to solve  
    

For the remaining time of the project the drafts of the single documents need to be 
finalised. The implementation of the pilot will be conducted and tested. 
Depending on the coordination of the time schedule of the two projects VIP-SICON and 
ESSnet DARA this will be a challenging task. 
 
For the preparation phase of the pilot the way of the technical connection to the server at 
the EC was investigated. At the moment there are two NSIs connected via sTesta 
network. The other NSIs have difficulties to connect via sTesta for various reasons. 
That’s why the alternative to connect via secure VPN is also discussed and investigated at 
the moment. 
There is also the remaining question of financing this system of microdata access and 
how the administrative burden will be shared between Eurostat and Member States. 
 
 
5. Outlook  
     

A lot of investments have been made already and in the long-term, remote access seems 
to be the best option (Brandt and Zwick, 2011; Brandt and Eilsberger 2010; ESSnet DA), 
both nationally and internationally; all the more so as a method, once developed, can 
rapidly be transferred to other surveys and could allow “just in time” delivery of data. 
The technical developments have reached a phase where online access is possible from 
anywhere or will be possible soon with the relevant range.  
Remote access allows researchers to process the data at any time and (theoretically) 
location and has the advantage that the data remain in the protected rooms (and on the 



protected servers) of the statistical offices. Also, that kind of data access increases the 
networking among researchers and the scientific transparency because any researcher 
may access the data and replicate results any time. 
The possibilities offered by the technical infrastructure are far from exhausted and have 
further potential for development in the future. Nevertheless legal issues, too, must be 
settled at this point. 
The aim of the project is, to provide the bases for remote access. The project will take 
into account the methods developed in other countries and will benefit from the 
experience of international working groups.   
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